
Baby playmat/quilt 
using the quilt birthing method

Quilt size 30" x 40" approximately

  Kit contains:
  One 6" strips from seven different fabrics
  Borders and backing - 1¼ metres
  Cotton wadding - minimum 34" x 46"
  100% cotton sewing thread

Prepare the fabrics by washing gently in warm water with no 
detergent. There is no need for detergent as the fabrics are clean 
but you need to check for colour fastness. 
When fabrics are nearly dry, iron.

From each fabric strip cut five 5½" squares (avoiding selvedges) 
to make a total of thirty squares.

Use ¼" seams throughout and always press both seams to one 
side unless otherwise stated.

Lay out fabric squares refering to the diagram alongside.
Stitch together into horizontal rows. Stitch the rows into quilt top.
Press well. 

Borders
Cut two 3" x 35½" wide strips from border fabric. Pin and stitch 
to quilt sides. Press seams outwards.
Cut two 3" x 30½" wide strips from border fabric. Pin and stitch 
to quilt top and bottom. Press seams outwards.

Preparing quilt backing
Cut two pieces 32" x 21". Right sides together stitch along one 
long side using a ½" seam, leaving a gap of approximately 10" in 
the seam centre. This gap will be used to turn the quilt through. 
Press seams open

Assembling quilt
Place quilt top right sides down on quilt backing, pin every 3 - 4" 
and trim excess fabric so that raw edges match.
Place cotton wadding flat on a table. Lay the quilt on top of the 
wadding with backing facing up. Pin well through all three layers.
Stitch, using a ½" seam, around the outside edge of the quilt, 
incorporating all three layers in your seam.
Trim wadding to stitching line. Trim corners by removing trian-
gular excess fabric to ease turning.
Turn the quilt through the 10" gap. Carefully push out corners. 
Press. Hand stitch to close opening.
To keep all quilt layers together quilt or place a cross stitch in 
each square.
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Colours used in diagrams below do not 
relate to the fabrics in your kit


